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Part 1 – Open to the Public ITEM NO.

REPORT OF THE STRATEGIC DIRECTOR PLACE AND THE CHIEF FINANCE 
OFFICER

TO OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY BOARD
ON 

2 OCTOBER 2019

TITLE: Embankment 101 – Capital costs and income generated

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

It is recommended that the Overview and Scrutiny Board notes the progress being 
made towards delivering the Council’s regeneration aims in inner city Salford through 
its investments commercial property.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

In support of the wider Salford Central and Greengate regeneration masterplans, the 
Council has invested in a number of grade A office schemes over the past 6 years.  
These interventions have had a significant positive impact in either initiating or 
maintaining the pace of development to grow the office market in the city.  The 
investments continue to grow the Salford business economy, create long term 
employment opportunities, shorter term construction related employment and provide 
an increase in business rates income.  As a result of completed lettings in the 
retained leased properties, the Council benefits from a positive cash flow return and 
for the owned property, a number of options exist to receive revenue income or 
generation of a capital receipt, all of which are available for investment in frontline 
services.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:  None

KEY DECISION: NO

DETAILS:

During 2013, the Council took the decision to take “wrapper leases” on two new build 
office properties, One New Bailey and 101 Embankment.  These leases had the 
effect of fully pre-letting the buildings ensuring that institutional funding was available 
for their construction.  In addition to the indirect income from business rates, the 
wrapper lease model creates a margin between the rent the Council pays for the 
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building and the rent it collects from occupational tenants.  This generates a surplus 
cashflow which can be used to fund the Council’s priorities.  One New Bailey is held 
on a 25 years lease from 2016 which cannot be assigned whereas the lease on 101 
Embankment allowed the Council to surrender its interest when occupational 
tenant(s) leased space in the building.  For One New Bailey, the Council also 
received an incentive payment in return for taking the lease to cover occupational 
tenant incentives and costs to undertake works to the property not able to be 
recovered through the building service charge.  The last Council interest in 101 
Embankment ended in 2016 whereas One New Bailey is now 97% occupied.

Following the success of these two interventions into the commercial office market, in 
2017 the Council took the decision to take a wrapper lease on 2 New Bailey Square 
and forward fund 100 Embankment.  The justification in support of these further 
investments was to continue the pace of regeneration of both Salford Central and 
Greengate, generate business rates income, the creation of both short and long term 
employment opportunities and deliver a direct financial return to the Council.

One New Bailey

One New Bailey is a 125,000sq ft grade A office building and was the first 
commercial property to be delivered as part of the Salford Central regeneration led 
by the Council’s long term development partner, English Cities Fund.  The Council 
holds a 25 years lease from Legal and General, the rent under which is reviewed 
annually in line with the retail prices index.  As of September 2019, the property is 
97.5% occupied which is ahead of any forecasts which were made in support of the 
original decision to invest.  When all the tenant rent free periods have expired in 
FY2020/21, the building will be making a net contribution of approximately 
£525,000pa to the Council’s general fund.  A tenancy schedule for the property is set 
out below:

Area Status
Ground floor right Let to Menagerie

Ground floor left Let to Foodwell

First floor Suite A Let to Allegis

First floor Suite B Let to WHIreland

First floor Suite C Let to Circle Group 

2nd floor Let to Dentsu Aegis Network

3rd floor Suite A Let to Freshfields

3rd floor Suite B Let to Shawbrook Bank

3rd floor Suite C 3,100sq ft Vacant

4th, 5th,6th and 7th floors Let to Freshfields
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101 Embankment

101 Embankment was the first of two office buildings comprising the Embankment 
development on the site of the former Exchange Station in Greengate.  The building 
comprises 165,000sq ft over 10 floors.  The Council took a wrapper lease of the 
entire property to enable funding for construction but with the ability to terminate its 
interest in each floor when an occupier tenant was identified.  Due to this 
arrangement, an incentive pot was not payable to the Council.  Subsequent 
marketing of the building generated a letting to Swinton Insurance of the full building.  
The Council’s exit strategy was successful in that it terminated its interest in the 
building at nil cost but having used its covenant to facilitate the development of the 
building.

2 New Bailey Square

2 New Bailey Square is a ten storey, 188,000sq ft grade A office building currently 
under construction with practical completion forecast for July 2020.  The Council has 
signed an Agreement for Lease to complete a non-assignable 25 years wrapper 
lease over the property with the landlord, Aviva.  To date, a pre-letting of 46,500sq ft 
covering two and a half floors to legal firm Eversheds Sutherland has been 
completed and a further letting of four floors is with solicitors to complete the legal 
documentation.  Marketing activity continues to let the remaining three and a half 
floors, but the property and more widely New Bailey, is becoming established as a 
legal and financial centre based on the profile of the tenants occupying to date.  
Business rates income from One New Bailey and Two New Bailey Square once 
completed is forecast to exceed £2.5m pa.

100 Embankment

100 Embankment is a nine storey 166,000sq ft grade A office building, phase 2 of the 
Embankment development.  Practical completion is forecast for May 2020.  The 
Council is forward funding the development in the sum of £72m.  This arrangement 
differs from the wrapper lease model in that the Council receives 100% of the rent 
from tenants which does not need to be offset against a head lease rent.  However, 
whereas the wrapper leases provide substantial incentive pots to the Council in 
return for taking the leases and to cover any void periods, the forward funding model 
means any costs of holding the properties and funding occupational tenant incentives 
are incurred directly by the Council.  These sums were factored into the financial 
modelling which took place in advance of the recommendation being made for the 
Council to invest in 2017 and form part of the overall £72m cost.

100 Embankment is targeting a slightly different profile of tenant from the New Bailey 
properties and as yet, a pre-let has not been secured.  The offer at Embankment also 
differs from New Bailey though which is marketed as an extension to Manchester’s 
Spinningfields, already an established legal and financial centre.  There are currently 
requirements circulating for over 800,000sq ft of space in the Manchester/Salford 
office market which need to be satisfied over the next c.1-3 years, this excludes large 
requirements which will inevitably emerge over the coming months.  More widely, the 
overall opinion of the Manchester office market is that demand continues to outstrip 
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supply and the Council’s retained letting agents are confident the property will let 
well.

Programme and Budget

2 New Bailey Square is currently forecasting practical completion in July 2020.  This 
is one month behind schedule and the delay is as a result of structural alterations 
required to accommodate a tenant fit out.  There are no budget implications as the 
Council is not funding construction.

100 Embankment is currently reporting as 8 weeks ahead of programme with 
practical completion forecast for 28th May 2020.  The scheme is funded by the 
Council with cashflow broadly on budget, taking into account the progress ahead of 
schedule, with £99k currently available as unallocated contingency.

Reporting and Management

Monthly marketing meetings take place with the developers of both properties, Muse 
and Ask for 2 New Bailey Square and 100 Embankment, respectively.  The meetings 
are chaired by the developers who have legal agreements with the Council to ensure 
proper marketing and exposure for the properties.  Also in attendance are the 
retained letting agents, marketing/public relations advisers and Urban Vision on 
behalf of the Council.  The meetings review ongoing marketing activity, identify 
potential occupiers and analyse requirements for space which are active in the 
market.  The format, content and attendees for the meetings is similar for both 
properties.

The financial performance of One New Bailey is currently reported to members 
annually at the Property and Regeneration briefing.  The reports to date have dealt 
with the progress of the lettings against forecast and an analysis of the assumptions 
which formed the basis of the justification for the Council to invest.  These updates 
have been in addition to the specific reports which seek approval to the terms of 
individual lettings.  It is the intention that similar reporting and analysis takes place for 
both 2 New Bailey Square and 100 Embankment when those properties are 
completed.

Funding Arrangements / Impact on Revenue Budget

As detailed above, the main driver for the council’s investment in these office 
developments was to ensure the delivery of the regeneration plans within the New 
Bailey and Greengate areas, but with the potential to deliver additional revenue 
income stream for the council for the delivery of services. 

To this end the investment in both the initial phase and subsequent approval for the 
investment in 2 New Bailey and 100 Embankment were taken on the basis that the 
business case demonstrated that there should be (based on prudent lettings 
assumptions) no call on the existing council revenue budget and that cost / lettings 
risks to the council would be managed across the 3 developments.
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The developments are therefore a mix of 25 year wrapper leases (New Bailey) and 
council capital funding (100 Embankment) provision for which is included in the 
capital programme. The revenue cost implications from lease charges and capital 
financing costs etc will be managed on a portfolio basis from a combination of initial 
incentive pot monies received / to be received from New Bailey and rental income 
received from tenants across all 3 developments, with surpluses held within the New 
Bailey reserve as a provision for initial tenant incentives and any future lettings / cost 
risks.  

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: 

Salford 2025 Regeneration
Creating Prosperity in Salford

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:

There are no equality impacts arising and directly as a consequence of this report

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: 

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:  Chris Mee, Strategic Finance Manager

Contained within the body of the report

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:

There are no procurement implications relating to this report

HR IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:
 
There are no HR implications relating to this report

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED:

CONTACT OFFICER: Steven Keigher TEL NO: 779 6087

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: Ordsall


